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Summary

Index

PingMe is a mobile application that schedules matches of ping pong with your 
friends and allows you to record, track win / losses and follow leaderboards.

What is does
- Enables a player to find someone to play with
- Play a match
- Record the win / loss
- View a leaderboard and compare your progress to others

WhatWhat’s Covered in this proposal?
1) User flows
2) Wireframes
3) Visual Design

By Michael Kosmatka
Presented on 04/02/2015
Completed in 7 hours
  -4.5 hours Interaction
 -2.5 hours Visual

Disclaimer: Proof of concept. Quality is representative, not final. Layered files 
available upon request.



Request Match

Leaderboard

Failure

Popup with notification

Success

Message sent to requesting device, “Ac-
cepted” or “Ignored.”

User taps either “Accept” or “Ignore”
closes notification, resumes previous task

Receive Match Request

Receiver’s
iOS device

Request received

from other device

User taps outside of the popup element or 
the toggle to close element.

View Profile & Statistics

Leaderboard Profile Popup
User taps the hamburger

or hotdog

First Time User Experience

Splash What’s your
name?

Detect first time use

Yes

Success creating profile

User Flows
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Splash

Hello Maverick 
You are ranked #1. You have 
won 29 games but lost 8. 
Awesome!  

Ping Pong Rules
Maverick has requested 
a PingMe match with 
you.

Notes:
This is a popup element that displays itself 
over the leaderboard when triggered via 
hamburger.

Tapping “Ping Pong Rules” takes the user 
to a rules screen.

The use of natural language heThe use of natural language here is inten-
tional.

Notes:
Both actions close the notification window.

By pressing “Accept” that status is sent to 
PingMe which then creates a match.

By pressing “Ignore” that status is sent to 
PingMe denying the request for a match.

Who won?
(Tap a name)
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Leaderboard Profile Popup Match

Visual Design
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Opportunities for delight:
1) Personalized Photo or avatar
2) Display a personalized quote with callsign; e.g. “This is what I call 
a target rich environment.”
3) Achievements


